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ROMY Lights

Additional accessories for ROMY lights can be found in the Panther Broadcast Accessories catalogue.

Subject to technical modifications.

Tiny, lightweight, excellent value.

20 | 50 W 100 W

Panther Broadcast offers a series of small and extremely light camera lights. 
All lights have a working voltage of 10,5 ‑ 16 V (ROMY 100/12 V) and are focusable. They may be powered either 

directly off the camera, from an external battery, or from the mains transformer. ROMY 75 and ROMY 100 lights 

are dimmable.  All lights are supplied with an integrated diffusion filter and either a 4–pin XLR plug or an A/B 

plug. A complete line of accessories allows for use in a wide variety of applications.

75 W

ROMY Accessories 

focusable 
lightweight
cool to the touch
compact design
shatter‑proof body
high light output

The 4 leaf barndoor allows for a wide 

range of lighting design.

The adapter cables convert an

A/B socket to a XLR plug or a

XLR socket to an A/B plug.

The ROMY ball joint allows the on‑board light

to achieve maximum mobility in any direction.

Bulbs

GY 6.35, Halogen 20 W

GY 6.35, Halogen 35 W

GY 6.35, Halogen 50 W

GY 6.35, Halogen 75 W

GY 6.35, Halogen 100 W

The dichroic filter mounts easily to any 

ROMY light.

With the 75 W housing modification kit, all non‑

dimmable ROMY and Reporter 50 lights can be

retrofitted to dimmer versions.

XLR version

A/B version

The handgrip for all ROMY lights. 

With 16 mm spigot, 3/8“ and 1/4“ holes.
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ROMY_
Electronic Belt

ROMY_100 
Set Light

ROMY 100 Set Light | code no. 155808

With A/B plug

With 4–pin XLR

ROMY 20|50 ROMY 75 ROMY 100

The ROMY Product Range at a Glance

With ROMY 75 aprox. 1h 30min. running time

Charging time: max. 5 hours

Mains input between 90 and 250 V | AC, 50‑60 Hz

Deep discharge protection with LED Display

Lightweight: 6.4 lb | 2.9 kg

Two 4–pin XLR outputs with short circuit‑

protection and jump fuse

HF built‑in charger with micro processor control

Stable output voltage and stable colour 

temperature during entire running time

13.2 V | 9.5 Ah with built-in charger

ROMY Battery System

code no. 139868

ROMY 75 with 4 leaf barndoor

Specifications

The ROMY 100 light set puts a new, extremely compact location light 

at your disposal. 

As the smallest and lightest location light kit on the market, its three 

100 W lights provide the right illumination for small sets. It‘s a fast 

and inexpensive solution for lighting interviews, close‑ups and pack 

shots. The 4 leaf barndoor and three provided gel filters are just 

what you need for small studio productions.

The entire kit may be stored in a padded bag  for convenience 

and easy access. Fully loaded, it weighs only 21 lb | 9.5 kg. 

code no.  155792*code no. 139873 (XLR)*

code no. 139874 (A/B)*

code no. 139871 (XLR)*

code no. 139872 (A/B)*

A perfect introduction to the 

ROMY line 

Extremely lightweight design

Excellent price‑performance 

ratio

Internal dimmer with deep 

discharge protection

Separate on | off switch

Wide input voltage range 

between 10.5 and 16 V

High light output

Mains power supply with 

dimmable transformer bet‑

ween 0 and 100 %

Versatile and easy to use

on location

* 4 leaf barndoor and daylight filters not included

aprox. 9.4 oz | 265 g

4.3 x 3.9 x 2.4” | 110 x 98 x 60 mm

Halogen, 20, 35 and 50 W for all ROMY lights, 

75 W for ROMY 75 and 100 W only for ROMY 100

GY 6.35

2.1 ft | 0.65 m (A/B versions)

4.9 ft | 1.5 m (XLR versions)

AC | DC 10.5 – 16V (ROMY 20 | 50)

DC 10.5 – 16V (ROMY 75)

AC 230V, AC | DC 12V (ROMY 100)

heat resistant synthetic material reinforced 

with carbon fibre

ROMY_
technical dataROMY_lights

Weight: 

Size:

Bulb:

Bulb base:

Cable:

Voltage:

Material:
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